**Technical Specifications**

- Fully digitalised system controlled through one single cable from touch-screen computer.
- Pan speed: 360°/sec – Tilt speed: 180°/sec
- Optional third axis (dutch 30°)
- Column speed: 0.15 m/sec
- Adjustable electronic limits on any axis
- Automatic end stop on tracks
- Controlled by panbar or joystick
- Power Supply: 220 volts/16 Amp
- Maximum camera weight: 15 kg
- Cable length up to 100 meters
- Canon or Fujinon lenses compatible
- Set-up time: 40 minutes (depending on track configuration)
- Track gauge: 36 cm
- Drives on straight or/and curved tracks
- Create any curve with our special flexible track
- Automatic curve compensation BACK PAN

**Optical axis heights:**
- Without column: 48 cm
- With column: min: 105 cm / max: 175 cm
- Dolly weight with column and remote head: 60 kg
- Dolly weight with remote head: 27 kg